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5at helps cool the body on hot day
depletes essential stores of manganese—a trace min
¦ eral that plays a key role in the production of the energy
regulating thyroid hormone T4 The good news Just
1 oz about the size of a golf ball of pine nuts provides a
¦ whopping 594 percent of manganese to quickly correct
shortfalls according to Stanford University researchers

tThisfiresuptheoutputofthyroid hormonesto chase
away fatigue in as little as 20 minutes
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NUTMEG boosts
brain chemical

BELGIAN ENDIVE

production

stabilizes blood sugar
Heat waves can trigger blood sugar fluctua
tions that bring on feelings ofdragginess and
irritability but consuming Belgian endive can
help According to Australian researchers eating
1 heaping cup ofthis crispy green daily as well as
other foods that are low on the glycemic index—
a measure ofhow foods impact blood sugar
balance can prevent tiredness triggering blood
sugar spikes and crashes for three hours straight

LICORICE heals
overworked adrenals

un steamy days tne

brain is under such physi
ological strain to keep core
body temperature steady
that its other functions—

including the production
of revitalizing serotonin
and dopamine—often take
a backseat But unique
phytonutrients in nutmeg
have been shown to jump
start the output of these
brain chemicals amping up

Extreme temperature flux think leaving an
air conditioned room to go outside can stress
the adrenals and slow their output of energiz

alertness concentration

ing hormones James L Wilson N D Ph D

enjoy the benefits try grat
ing fresh nutmeg which

author ofAdrenal Fatigue offers this Rx Eat
six pieces of licorice like Panda Soft Licorice
Chews 3 for 7 oz at Vitacost com daily Its
glycyrrhizin prods the adrenals to produce more
hormones restoring pep within 72 hours
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and feelings of happiness
in as little as 10 minutes To

contains more beneficial

compounds than the drie
spice over ice cream
cereal custard or coffee
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